Abstract. A new technique for approximating range images with adaptive triangular meshes ensuring a user-defined approximation error is presented. This technique is based on an efficient coarse
Introduction
A range image is a digital image ͑2D array͒ in which each pixel keeps a measure related to the distance ͑range͒ from a range sensor to a point on a surface that is being observed by the sensor. Range images are rapidly gaining popularity as an efficient source of 3D information for a wide variety of computer vision applications due to the increasing availability of commercial range sensors that are fast, accurate, and affordable. However, dense range images are highly redundant representations in which, for instance, thousands of pixels can be utilized to represent large planar areas. The burden of processing all those pixels can be significantly lessened if more compact representations, such as adaptive triangular meshes, 1 are utilized to approximate the surfaces of the objects present in the original range images.
Adaptive triangular meshes allow us to model the surfaces represented in a range image with triangles of variable size. The size of the triangles is related to the local curvature of the surfaces to be modeled. Thus, small triangles are utilized to represent areas of high curvature, while smooth regions are approximated by rather large triangles. Subsequent processing can then be accelerated by carrying it out at a higher abstraction level, by dealing with triangles instead of with individual pixels ͑e.g., Refs. 2-6͒. The problem of approximating a range image with an adaptive triangular mesh can be cast as the more general problem of approximating a surface modeled by a dense triangular mesh, which has been extensively studied in computer graphics and image processing with the purpose of approximating closed surfaces corresponding to individual objects ͑e.g., Refs. 7 and 8͒ as well as open surfaces corresponding to height fields ͑e.g., terrain 9 ͒. A dense triangular mesh can be trivially obtained from a range image by linking neighboring points along rows, columns, and diagonals. Only one of the two diagonals ͑left or right͒ is chosen. Alternatively, a dense triangular mesh can be computed from a set of unorganized points. 10 In this case, no additional information is required other than the space coordinates of the points. In both cases, these dense meshes can then be simplified by applying any of the techniques developed for both closed surfaces and height fields.
Two alternative goals can be pursued when adaptive triangular meshes are generated. The first goal ͑bounded size approximation͒ consists of obtaining meshes with a predefined number of points. The second goal ͑bounded error approximation͒ consists of generating meshes whose approximation error with respect to the original mesh is bounded by a given value known as tolerance. In this case, the number of points contained in the generated mesh is unknown in advance, although the aim is to satisfy the error constraint with a minimum or, at least, a reduced number of points. A few of the many surface approximation algorithms that have been proposed in the literature can guarantee that the adaptive triangular meshes they generate have a real approximation error with respect to the original model below a given bound.
The fastest surface approximation algorithms, such as Qslim 11 and Out-of-Core, 12 ensure a given number of vertices ͑bounded size͒ but not an approximation error. For instance, Ref. 11 characterizes the geometric error between the decimated mesh and the original one through a heuristic value based on a quadric error metric. On the other hand, Ref. 12 applies a vertex clustering and repositioning technique that does not consider the error with which the original surface is approximated. These techniques are especially designed for real-time visualization of very large meshes. Recently, Ref. 13 has proposed another real-time visualization technique for large models. However, similarly to Refs. 11 and 12 the final triangular mesh does not ensure a user-defined approximation error, since it is based on a quadric error metric.
Independently of the final goal, approximation algorithms can be classified into three broad categories depending on the way they proceed: fine-to-coarse, coarse-to-fine, and subsampling techniques. Fine-to-coarse ͑also known as decimation͒ techniques start with a dense triangular mesh and, at every iteration, remove a point or subset of points that are chosen based on a certain approximation error or energy criterion ͑e.g., the point whose removal leads to a minimum error increase is deleted 14, 15 ͒. Alternatively, coarse-to-fine ͑also known as refinement͒ techniques start with a few triangles and, at every iteration, they add a point or subset of points that are chosen according to some approximation error or energy criterion ͑e.g., the point whose inclusion leads to the largest error reduction is added 16, 17 ͒. Finally, subsampling techniques directly start with a triangular mesh with the desired number of points ͑e.g., Refs. 12 and 18͒. Those points are conveniently placed in order to adapt to the curvatures associated with the original surfaces being approximated.
The majority of fine-to-coarse, coarse-to-fine, and subsampling techniques apply some type of iterative optimization procedure. Most of the proposals are based on discrete optimization, in the sense that they choose for inclusion or removal the point or points that best satisfy a given optimality criterion at every iteration. Additionally, some proposals apply continuous optimization, by adjusting the positions of the chosen points with the aim of improving the quality of the final approximation. A few optimization-free techniques have also been proposed. By avoiding optimization, the approximation process can become more efficient. Actually, only two of the reviewed techniques are free of optimization stages: a fine-to-coarse technique ͑Simplifica-tion Envelopes 19 ͒ and a coarse-to-fine one. 20 The other algorithms apply some kind of optimization, whether they are fine-to-coarse ͑e.g., Jade 21 ͒ or coarse-to-fine ͑e.g., Ref. 22͒ techniques.
This paper presents a new coarse-to-fine technique for approximating a given range image with an adaptive triangular mesh of bounded approximation error without applying iterative optimization stages. It is important to emphasize that this algorithm is applicable only to height fields, not to closed surfaces, and it works independently of the technology used during the scanning stage, provided the whole surface has been uniformly scanned with a static sensor. The proposed algorithm first maps the pixels of the given range image to 3D points defined in a "curvature space" ͑the curvature space can be thought of as a curvature image in which the range originally associated with each pixel is substituted for a measure of its local curvature͒. The points defined in the curvature space are then tetrahedralized with a 3D Delaunay algorithm. 23 Finally, an iterative process starts digging up ͑sculpturing͒ the convex hull of the obtained tetrahedralization by progressively removing triangles that do not fulfill the specified user-defined approximation error with respect to the original 3D triangular mesh. Throughout that iterative process, the approximation error is validated ͑determined͒ in the original 3D space. The generated meshes can be progressively refined whenever necessary by iterating from the previously obtained result. Thus, any intermediate solution between the coarsest mesh and the finest one can be generated.
The utilization of the 3D Delaunay triangulation as the basis for coarse-to-fine mesh approximation techniques is not new. It was originally introduced by Boissonnat 24 in order to determine the surface from which a dense cloud of 3D points were sampled. The basic idea of his algorithm consists of tetrahedralizing the input points by applying the 3D Delaunay algorithm. The resulting convex hull is then successively "sculptured" by removing external tetrahedra from it until a triangular surface that contains all the original 3D points is reached. No approximation error is considered, since the goal is to obtain the highest-resolution triangular mesh that contains all the input points. Afterwards, the same algorithm was applied to the reconstruction of polyhedral surfaces from 3D data obtained by stereo vision. 25 Again, no approximation error was considered since the highest-resolution mesh was sought.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces conventions and definitions utilized throughout this work. The proposed optimization-free, course-to-fine technique is described in Sec. 3. Section 4 shows experimental results with real range images and the comparison with public implementations of two techniques that also guarantee a given tolerance: a fine-to-coarse technique based on discrete optimization ͑Jade 21 ͒ and an optimization-free, fine-to-coarse technique ͑Simplification Envelopes 19 ͒. Conclusions and further improvements are presented in Sec. 5.
Conventions and Definitions
A range image is generally a rectangular sampling of the surfaces present in an observed scene. Its usual representation is a two-dimensional array R, where each array element R͑r , c͒, r ͓0,R͒, and c ͓0,C͒, is a scalar that represents a surface point P rc of coordinates: P rc = ͑f x ͑r͒ , f y ͑c͒ , f z ͑R͑r , c͒͒͒ is referred to a local coordinate system associated with the range sensor. The definition of the scaling functions f x , f y , and f z depends on the properties of the actual range sensor being utilized-they could be trivially defined as the identity function: P rc = ͑r , c , R͑r , c͒͒. The set of P rc points constitutes a 3D range image.
In general, R͑r , c͒ can be considered to be the distance between a surface point and a reference plane that is orthogonal to the axis of the range sensor and placed opposite it at a specified distance. Invalid points in the image will be considered to have the background value ␤. The viewing direction D is aligned with the z-axis of the local coordinate frame and points toward the scene. Thus, the vector D can be defined as D = ͑0,0,−1͒.
A 3D triangular mesh is a piecewise linear surface consisting of triangular faces connected along their edges. Formally, a 3D triangular mesh M is a set ͕V , T͖, where
3 is a set of vertex positions that define the shape of the mesh in R 3 ; and T is a description of the mesh topology. Each vertex is defined by three coordinates: ͑x, y, and z͒.
The approximation error ͑r , c͒ associated with each range image point R͑r , c͒ is defined as the distance between that point and a point R ͑r , c͒ contained in the adaptive triangular mesh: ͑r , c͒ = ͉R͑r , c͒ − R ͑r , c͉͒. R ͑r , c͒ is obtained as the intersection between the 3D triangular mesh M and a straight line orthogonal to the reference plane of R and passing through point R͑r , c͒ ͑Fig. 1͒.
Generation of Bounded Error Triangular
Meshes from Range Images This section presents a coarse-to-fine algorithm to compute a triangular mesh M that approximates a given range image R, such that every point of M is within a maximum distance ͑tolerance͒ of some point of R. The flowchart in Fig. 2 illustrates the algorithm's stages.
Broadly speaking, the algorithm consists of three main stages. In the first stage, the original range image is mapped to a 3D image space whose reference frame is attached to the range sensor. Thus, each pixel R͑r , c͒ of the range image is converted to a 3D point P rc . The set of those 3D points constitutes a 3D range image. Afterwards, each P rc is associated with a curvature value obtained by estimating the surface that would pass through that point in the 3D range image. Taking these curvatures into account, all the points P rc of the 3D image space are mapped to a 3D curvature space.
The second stage of the algorithm tetrahedralizes the points defined in the curvature space through a 3D Delaunay triangulation algorithm. The effect of applying the tetrahedralization in the curvature space instead of in the 3D image space is that the coarsest ͑most external͒ triangles in the tetrahedralization tend to join distinctive points ͑points of high curvature͒, which are the ones that usually define the shape of the objects being approximated. Hence, working in the curvature space allows us to obtain a coarse representation in the 3D image space in a fast and straightforward way.
Finally, in the third stage, an iterative process starts digging up ͑sculpturing͒ the triangular mesh that constitutes the external surface of the previous tetrahedralization ͑its convex hull͒, removing those exterior triangles that do not fulfill a given user-defined approximation error. Each removed triangle is substituted for the three triangles that belong to its corresponding tetrahedron ͑see Fig. 3͒ .
While the digging process is carried out in the tetrahedralization generated in the curvature space, the process that determines whether or not the external triangles fulfill the desired tolerance ͑validation process͒ is performed in the 3D image space. Therefore, the external mesh of the tetrahedralization is successively refined until all its triangles satisfy the approximation error when they are considered in the 3D image space. These three stages are further described below.
3D Curvature Space Mapping
As mentioned, all points P rc originally defined in the 3D image space are mapped to a 3D curvature space that is then tetrahedralized. The benefits of introducing this curvature space are twofold: on the one hand, that space naturally highlights the points that convey the largest shape information ͑the ones that belong to areas of high curvature͒ and those that can be made redundant as they belong to planar regions. On the other hand, the proposed curvature space allows us to deal with both convex and nonconvex surfaces in a similar way. Otherwise, if the subsequent tetrahedralization were performed in the original 3D space, while nonconvex surfaces were correctly triangulated at different resolution levels, convex surfaces would always be triangulated at the finest resolution, rendering thus the subsequent carving process useless.
Initially, the surfaces of the objects present in the given range image are approximated through a trivial triangulation of the 3D range image points, by joining them along the rows, columns, and diagonals associated with their corresponding pixels in the range image. By convention, one of the two diagonals ͑e.g., the right diagonal͒ is always chosen. This triangular mesh will be referred to as the original triangular mesh.
An estimation of the curvature of every point P rc = ͑x , y , z͒ of the 3D range image is then computed as K rc = ͉8z − ͚ ∀i z i ͉, where z i denotes the z-coordinate of each of the eight neighbors of P rc . A more accurate curvature estimation, such as the one proposed in Ref. 3 could be alternatively used. However, experiments have shown that the slight improvement in accuracy obtained with the latter does not justify the significant increase in CPU time that is attained.
Once the curvature K rc associated with every point P rc has been estimated, each P rc is mapped to a point P rc = ͑x , ŷ , ẑ͒ defined in the following 3D curvature space:
with R being a random real number ranging between 0 and 1, and being a constant necessary to avoid degenerated tetrahedra due to precision errors ͑good tetrahedralizations were obtained with ␣ Ͼ 20͒. The random component is necessary to avoid degenerated tetrahedra in areas of constant curvature, in which all points lie on the same plane when they are mapped to the 3D curvature space.
The new points P rc obtained above are tetrahedralized by applying a 3D Delaunay triangulation algorithm. 23 The digging process applied to the convex hull obtained as a result of the Delaunay algorithm should eventually proceed until reaching the original triangular mesh, since the latter represents the lowest possible approximation error ͑toler-ance =0͒. In order to guarantee that the tetrahedralization generated after applying Delaunay contains this original triangular mesh, which is a triangulation that joins adjacent points in the 3D range image, each P rc must be scaled along its ẑ-direction by a constant factor ␥:
with ⌬ẑ max being the maximum vertical distance along the ẑ-direction between every P rc and its eight neighbors ͑see Fig. 4͒ , by considering all the points P rc contained in the 3D curvature space, and ␣ being the constant utilized in the definition of P rc , which represents the distance between two consecutive points along both the x-and ŷ-directions. Thus, P rc is finally defined as P rc = ͑␣r , ␣c , ␥log͑1+R + K rc 2 ͒͒.
In order to understand the definition of ␥, let us suppose that four neighboring points ͑A, B, C, D͒ are defined in a 2D space, as shown in Fig. 4 ͑left͒. Since the Delaunay triangulation algorithm maximizes the minimum angle of the triangles it generates and since ␣ is a constant, the vertical distance ⌬ẑ between two consecutive points must be modified in order to guarantee that the Delaunay algorithm generates a triangulation that links every pair of consecutive points, as shown in Fig. 4 ͑right͒.
The worst case occurs at the limit position in which the Delaunay algorithm produces a swap between segments AD and BC. According to the Delaunay criterion, this happens when both segments have the same length ͑see and AD =3␣. At the worst case, since BC= AD, the previous expression can be rewritten as 9␣ 2 = ␣ 2 + ⌬z max 2 . Hence, the worst case occurs when ⌬ẑ max = ␣ ͱ 8. Therefore, if ⌬ẑ max = ␣ ͱ 7, it is guaranteed that ADϾ BC and, hence, the Delaunay algorithm will always join adjacent points B and C instead of the nonadjacent ones A and D ͓Fig. 4 ͑right͒ and Fig. 5 ͑right͔͒. The definition of the scaling factor ␥ as the fraction introduced above ensures that the maximum ⌬ẑ ͑⌬ẑ max ͒ is mapped to the upper bound ␣ ͱ 7 when considering all the points P rc , while the other ⌬ẑ are mapped to new values below that bound. 
3D Delaunay Triangulation of Points in the Curvature Space
At this stage, the points P rc defined in the 3D curvature space are tetrahedralized by using a 3D Delaunay algorithm 23 that produces a list of tetrahedra. Each of the four triangles that constitute every tetrahedron is defined by three identifiers, ͑v 0 , v 1 , v 2 ͒, which denote three different points. Each point has two alternative representations: one in the image space, P rc , and another in the curvature space, P rc .
In order to speed up further operations, all triangles obtained above are inserted into a hash table. Hash tables are data structures that allow the storage of large amounts of records identifiable by a certain numeric or alphanumeric key, guaranteeing that those records can be retrieved in constant asymptotic time O͑1͒. In our case, the hash table is defined by a vector with B entries, where B is the prime number closest to the total number of triangles obtained by the 3D Delaunay algorithm. A triangle T = ͑v 0 , v 1 , v 2 ͒ is stored at the entry determined by the following hash function:
This ordering is chosen to guarantee that the same triangle will be stored at the same entry of the hash table, regardless of the order of its vertices. The application of the hash function may produce collisions ͑dif-ferent triangles being assigned to the same entry͒. Therefore, a list of triangles is kept at each entry of the hash vector. Fig. 6 illustrates a hash table.
A triangle T belongs to two tetrahedra at most. Thus, it is associated with two opposite points, ͑op 1 , op 2 ͒, which constitute the apices of those tetrahedra. As a particular case, triangles that belong to the external surface of the tetrahedralization are only contained in a single tetrahedron. Those triangles are referred to as exterior triangles. After applying the 3D Delaunay algorithm, the set of exterior triangles constitutes the convex hull of the tetrahedralization.
Every exterior triangle T = ͑v 0 , v 1 , v 2 ͒ is associated with a unitary normal vector N orthogonal to the plane defined by the three points P rc that constitute T. The vector N is oriented in such a way that it points toward the half-space that does not contain the vertex opposite T. This vertex is the apex of the tetrahedron whose base is T.
In order to reduce computations, all triangles stored in each entry of the hash table keep: ͑1͒ the list of their vertex identifiers in ascending order ͑k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ͒; ͑2͒ their opposite point identifiers ͑op 1 , op 2 ͒, and ͑3͒ the normal N in case of triangles that are exterior. Notice that since exterior triangles belong to only one tetrahedron, they have only a valid opposite point identifier. In this situation, one of the two identifiers will be a negative integer. Hence, it is very efficient to determine whether or not a certain triangle is exterior or given the indices to its vertices.
As we are dealing with range images obtained from a certain viewing direction D, only those exterior triangles whose normals have an angle with respect to D greater than 90 deg belong to the surfaces of the objects present in the image. The exterior triangles that fulfill the previous condition form the exterior mesh ͑Fig. 7͒.
The algorithm proceeds by digging the original tetrahedralization in the curvature space, starting with the triangles contained in the first exterior mesh ͑the convex hull͒ until all the triangles contained in the current exterior mesh fulfill the specified user-defined approximation error when they are considered in the 3D image space. This digging process is described next.
Digging Process
Let M be the exterior mesh obtained as the union of exterior triangles determined as described in Sec. 3.2. We will consider this mesh to be validated and, therefore, that a valid solution to the approximation problem has been found when all its triangles have an approximation error less than or equal to the specified tolerance . That approximation error is measured in the 3D image space.
The iterative digging process goes over all triangles of the exterior mesh M. If a triangle has an approximation error above , this triangle is marked for removal. After all exterior triangles have been considered, each triangle marked for removal is substituted for the other three triangles that belong to its tetrahedron. Thus, a new exterior mesh M is obtained and the process is iterated. These two steps are detailed next.
Triangle validation
The validation process is carried out in the 3D image space and consists of measuring the approximation error associated with each triangle of the current exterior mesh. The approximation error is the distance between a triangle and its farthest control point measured along the viewing direction D. The control points utilized to validate a triangle T are the points P rc of the 3D range image whose projection along D onto the range image reference plane is contained in the projection of T onto the same plane ͑Fig. 8͒. Those control points can be quickly determined since they are a subset of the points contained in the bounding box of the projection of T onto the reference plane.
The validation of an exterior triangle T consists of verifying that the control points P rc associated with T are located at a distance from T along the viewing direction below or equal to the tolerance . If any of these control points is farther away from T than , triangle T is considered to be invalid. As described in the next section, that triangle will be removed after all its current exterior triangles are validated. On the other hand, if all of T's control points are located at a distance less than or equal to , T is considered to be valid ͑Fig. 9͒.
After an exterior triangle has been considered to be valid according to the previous procedure, it must be further classified as either reliable or unreliable. Recall that the triangular mesh has been generated in the curvature space, so it could happen that when a triangle is represented in the 3D image space it has only three control points or looks like a sliver that does not correspond to the original surface. Therefore, a valid triangle T is unreliable when it only has three control points, which correspond to the vertices of the triangle itself, or, alternatively, when the normal vector N associated with T is almost orthogonal to the viewing direction D ͑triangles with an angle between N and D less than 93 deg have been classified as unreliable in this work; this value is directly related to the sensor resolution and has been experimentally obtained͒. Unreliable triangles are not considered during the following iterations of the digging process. They have to undergo a postprocessing stage, described in Sec. 3.4, in order to determine whether or not they belong to the final solution. On the other hand, if the number of control points is greater than 3 and the angle between N and D is greater than or equal to 93 deg, T is marked as reliable. This implies that T already belongs to the final solution and will not be considered during the following digging iterations or the postprocessing stage.
The triangle validation stage is applied to all the triangles that belong to the current exterior mesh M. After it, triangles labeled as invalid if any are removed, as described next.
Invalid triangle removal
The aim of this stage is to remove all the triangles of the current exterior mesh M that have been classified as invalid by the previous stage. Those are the triangles whose distance with respect to the 3D range image is above the specified tolerance.
Given an invalid exterior triangle T with indices ͑v 0 , v 1 , v 2 ͒, the identifier of its opposite point op i is extracted from the hash table. That identifier corresponds to the apex of the tetrahedron that contains T. Triangle T is then substituted in the current exterior mesh M for the other three triangles that form its tetrahedron ͕͑v 0 , v 1 , op i ͒ , ͑v 1 , v 2 , op i ͒ , ͑v 2 , v 0 , op i ͖͒. If any of those new triangles is already contained in the exterior mesh, the new triangle is not inserted and the existing one is removed from the mesh. The normal vector associated with each new exterior triangle is computed, and its corresponding entry in the hash table is updated.
If, after having removed all invalid triangles from the exterior mesh M, no new triangles have been included, the algorithm proceeds by checking all valid triangles that have been classified as unreliable, if any. Otherwise, if new exterior triangles have been included, the digging process starts over from the triangle validation stage ͑Sec. 3.3.1͒.
Postprocessing of Unreliable Triangles
This stage is responsible for determining whether the unreliable triangles contained in the current exterior mesh M must be included in the final solution or discarded. A triangle is unreliable either when it has three control points ͑its vertices͒ or the angle of its normal N with respect to the viewing direction D is close to 90 deg. Figure 10 illustrates two different types of unreliable triangles ͑convex and nonconvex silvers͒. 
Fig. 9
Triangle T is valid: the vertical distances from T to its control points in the 3D image space are less than the specified tolerance. Fig. 10 Postprocessing of unreliable triangles. Unreliable triangles that should be removed are represented in dark gray, while triangles that will be marked as reliable are represented in light gray.
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Given an unreliable triangle T u = ͑v 0 , v 1 , v 2 ͒, the algorithm proceeds by selecting the three triangles, ͕T 0 , T 1 , T 2 ͖, that meet T u along one of its edges ͑alternatively, two triangles in case T u has two exterior vertices or a single triangle when the three vertices of T u are exterior͒. Next, the angles between the normal vector N u associated with T u and each of the normal vectors N i associated with its neighboring triangles are computed:
Notice that the aim of this stage is to find triangle configurations that look like either convex or nonconvex slivers, which do not correspond to the scanned surface. These configurations are easily detected and removed by checking the angles ␦ i . If all those ␦ i are below a certain threshold ͑it has been experimentally set to 160 deg in the current version͒, triangle T u is classified as reliable, since it is assumed to belong to the surface. Otherwise, if any of those angles is above the given threshold, a fine validation process is applied to T u .
The fine validation process consists of decomposing the unreliable triangle to be checked, T u , into a list of nine control points distributed along its edges ͑see Fig. 10͒ . The distance from those points to the original triangular mesh along the viewing direction is computed. The maximum distance computed in that way is considered to be the approximation error associated with T u . If that error is less than or equal to the given tolerance , T u is marked as a reliable triangle, and, hence, it will belong to the final solution. Otherwise, this triangle is classified as invalid, and the digging process starts over from the invalid triangle removal stage ͑Sec. 3.3.2͒.
This postprocessing stage is applied to all the valid, unreliable triangles contained in the current exterior mesh M. Figure 11 ͑left͒ shows a zoom into a final triangular mesh containing some unreliable triangles. Figure 11 ͑right͒ shows the same area after the stage in the left part of Fig.  11 has been applied.
Removal of Degenerated Triangles
The last stage of the proposed algorithm applies a verification process to all the triangles that form the exterior triangular mesh. At this point, these triangles are both valid and reliable. This process is necessary since some of those triangles can be degenerated in the 3D image space. This means that their area will be null due to the alignment of their three vertices. The latter may occur due to the fact that the Delaunay triangulation algorithm has been carried out in the 3D curvature space; hence, some triangles obtained in that space could be degenerated when they are represented in the 3D image space.
In order to handle such degenerated triangles throughout the various stages of the digging process described in previous sections, their normal vectors N will be considered to be null. Moreover, all tests in which a normal vector intervenes will fail when the latter is null. In this way, the triangle validation stage ͑Sec. 3.3.1͒ will classify degenerated triangles as valid and unreliable, since they only have three control points that correspond to their vertices. Afterwards, the postprocessing stage ͑Sec. 3.4͒ will apply the fine validation process, which will eventually assess whether or not the distance of the degenerated triangles to the original triangular mesh is below the tolerance and, thus, whether those degenerated triangles are valid or invalid.
The final verification process removes every valid, degenerated triangle and retriangulates the triangle adjacent to it along its longest edge. This retriangulation process generates two new triangles for every retriangulated triangle, both of which lie on the same plane as the latter. For that reason, the approximation error is kept unchanged. Figure  12 illustrates the process of removing null-area triangles. Triangle ABC is removed, and two new triangles are generated; ABD and BCD. These triangles occupy the same area as the original triangle, ACD.
Experimental Results
The proposed technique has been tested with real range images from the OSU ͑MSU/WSU͒ database. 26 The figures included in this section show the original ͑dense͒ triangular meshes corresponding to the given range images as well as the adaptive triangular meshes computed from them. In all those meshes, triangles that correspond to regions of the range image that contain invalid pixels ͑shadows, sensor errors, etc.͒ have not been displayed. In particular, if the centroid of a triangle projects onto an invalid pixel of the given range image, that triangle has not been drawn. 3D Delaunay triangulations have been performed with Qhull, a public implementation of the Quickhull algorithm, 23 which is publicly available from the Geometry Center at the University of Minnesota ͑http:// www.qhull.org͒. All CPU times have been measured on a SGI Indigo II with a 175-MHz R10000 processor.
The computational complexity of Quickhull is O͑n log v͒ when applied in both 2D and 3D, with n the number of input points and v the number of vertices in the convex hull. Computing the 3D Delaunay triangulation of the input points is the hardest stage of the proposed algorithm. The remaining stages are much faster. Thus, the original points are mapped to the curvature space in O͑n͒ time. After the 3D triangulation is applied, the digging ͑sculpturing͒ stage removes subsequent triangles from the external surface of the tetrahedralization. For every triangle that is removed, three new triangles are added in constant time. The use of a BSP tree allows the determination of the approximation error of any triangle in constant time. Hence, since the number of triangles in the external surface is O͑n͒, the whole digging process runs in O͑n log n͒ asymptotic time. In practice, if a coarse resolution mesh is sought, the number of iterations of the digging process will be relatively low. Therefore, the actual time corresponding to the digging process is significantly smaller than the 3D triangulation time in practice. Finally, the postprocessing stage runs in O͑n͒ time. This means that the computational cost of the proposed technique is O͑n log n͒, with the 3D triangulation stage being the one that, in practice, consumes the largest percentage of the processing time. Figure 13 ͑top left͒ shows a range image whose original triangular mesh contains 21,452 triangles. The mapping to the curvature space was done in 1.33 s. The 3D Delaunay triangulation took 47.69 s. The hash table was loaded in 4.75 s. Figure 13 ͑top right͒ shows the final triangular mesh that approximates the original range image with a userdefined approximation error of 10 units, which corresponds to 0.11% of the maximum z-value of the given range image. This triangular mesh contains 2,759 triangles, which were obtained after 44 digging iterations. The CPU time of the digging process was 6.67 s. The postprocessing stage took 0.72 s, and 65 triangles with null areas were finally removed in 0.1 s. Figure 13 ͑bottom left͒ shows another triangular approximation of the same original range image with 4,959 triangles. Its approximation error was set to 3 units, which corresponds to 0.035% of the maximum z-value. The CPU time for performing the 45 digging iterations was 11.12 s. Unreliable triangles were checked in 0.89 s. The 134 degenerated triangles that were detected were removed in 0.19 s. Figure 13 ͑bottom right͒ shows a final exterior mesh containing 8,268 triangles. It was obtained after 56 iterations in 20.72 s. Its approximation error was set to 1 unit, which corresponds to 0.011% of the maximum z-value. The postprocessing stage took 1.05 s, and 208 triangles with null areas were removed in 0.57 s. Figure 14 shows four adaptive triangular meshes that approximate the same range image at different resolutions. The dense triangular mesh corresponding to that range image contains 26,028 triangles. The CPU time for mapping the points of that mesh to the 3D curvature space was 0.93 s. The 3D Delaunay triangulation of those points in the curvature space took 31.56 s and the hash table was loaded in 3.28 s. Figure 14 ͑top left͒ shows the final triangular mesh obtained after 41 digging iterations. It approximates the original range image with an error of 0.28% with respect to the maximum z-value. The digging process took 5.58 s, and the postprocessing stage ran in 1.66 s. Finally, 58 degenerated triangles were removed in 0.06 s. Figure 14 ͑top right͒ shows another approximation with 4,069 triangles and a user-defined approximation error of 0.14%. This triangular mesh was obtained after 34 digging iterations in 7.05 s. Unreliable triangles were checked in 1.33 s. Sixty-three triangles with null areas were removed in 0.07 s. Figure 14 ͑bottom left͒ shows an adaptive triangular mesh that approximates the original range image with a user-defined approximation error of 0.069% of the maximum z-value. This mesh was obtained after 39 digging iterations. The CPU time for computing these iterations was 9.51 s. Unreliable triangles were checked in 0.96 s. Eightysix degenerated triangles were removed in 0.15 s. Finally, Fig. 14 ͑bottom right͒ shows the triangular mesh obtained after 37 iterations in 23.43 s. It has a user-defined approximation error of 0.013%. Unreliable triangles were checked All the aforementioned experimental results are summarized in Table 1 . For each of the adaptive triangular meshes shown above, the following data are displayed: ͑1͒ number of triangles in the original dense mesh; ͑2͒ 3D triangulation time ͑including mapping to curvature space, 3D Delaunay triangulation, and loading of hash table͒; ͑3͒ specified tolerance ͑user-defined approximation error͒; ͑4͒ number of triangles in the final adaptive mesh; ͑5͒ sculpturing time ͑including digging process and removal of unreliable and degenerated triangles͒; ͑6͒ total CPU time ͑3D triangulation+ sculpturing͒. The tolerance is given as a percentage of the vertical distance between the points that in the original 3D range image are farthest away along the viewing direction.
The proposed technique has been compared with two public iterative decimation algorithms that also guarantee a user-defined approximation error between the final mesh and the original model: Jade, 21 which is an optimizationbased technique, and Simplification Envelopes, 19 which is optimization-free. For example, the 3D range image corresponding to the examples shown in Fig. 14 was approximated with the three methods using the same user-defined approximation error, = 0.041%. Jade generates a triangular mesh that approximates the 3D range image with 5,205 triangles. The result, in Fig. 16 ͑right͒, is slightly better than the one obtained with the proposed technique, in Fig.  16 ͑left͒, but Jade takes 142.7 s, while the proposed technique takes 48.84 s instead. The final exterior mesh obtained with the proposed technique contains 6,787 triangles. Simplification Envelopes is much more inefficient than Jade, since it generates a similar approximation with 5,495 triangles in 1,315 s. Note that although there is a small difference in the number of triangles contained in the final meshes, the most significant difference lies in the required CPU time. Therefore, the efficiency of the techniques in order to compute the required representations is used as the comparison criterion. In order to determine when a coarse-to-fine technique, such as the one proposed in this paper, is more advantageous than a fine-to-coarse approximation technique, such as Jade, the original 3D range image utilized in Fig. 14 was approximated with different adaptive triangular meshes corresponding to various tolerances, by applying both the proposed technique and Jade. It is assumed that both techniques generate similar results; hence, comparisons are based on CPU time. The geometry and number of triangles of the final meshes are similar in general, since, in all cases, they have to fit the original cloud of points according to the same user-defined approximation error. Figure 17 shows CPU times versus approximation errors for both algorithms.
As expected, when an adaptive triangular mesh with a very low approximation error is required, the fine-to-coarse technique is much faster than the proposed technique. The reason is that the final exterior mesh is closer to the original dense mesh, which is the starting point of the fine-to-coarse algorithm. On the other hand, when a rather coarse adaptive triangular mesh is required, the proposed technique is more efficient than the fine-to-coarse approach; in this case, the solution is closer to the coarse mesh ͑the convex hull͒ utilized as the starting point of the iterative digging process applied by the proposed technique. Hence, fewer iterations are necessary in order to reach the desired solution.
Conclusions and Further Improvements
A new coarse-to-fine algorithm for generating boundederror triangular meshes from range images without optimization has been presented. This technique maps the pixels of a range image into a 3D curvature space. After tetrahedralizing those points with a 3D Delaunay algorithm, a digging process starts eroding the external surface of the resulting tetrahedralization until a mesh that fulfills the desired tolerance is obtained. The approximation error of that external surface is verified in the 3D image space.
By avoiding iterative optimization stages, the proposed technique is advantageous with respect to previous coarseto-fine techniques based on iterative optimization, such as Refs. 17 and 22. Those techniques refine an initial triangular mesh of low resolution by adding one vertex at a time. At each iteration, the vertex that produces the highest reduction of approximation error must be found and inserted into the mesh, making them computationally intensive. Moreover, by working in a 3D curvature space, the proposed technique allows the adaptive approximation of both convex and nonconvex surfaces. This improves the behavior of previous coarse-to-fine sculpturing methods based on the 3D Delaunay triangulation, such as Refs. 20 and 24. By tetrahedralizing in the original 3D space instead of in the proposed curvature space, the latter methods approximate convex surfaces with the highest resolution, disregarding their curvature.
Experimental results have shown that the proposed technique is more efficient than two well-known bounded-error simplification algorithms whenever a rather coarse resolution mesh is sought: a fine-to-coarse approach based on iterative optimization ͑Jade 21 ͒ and an optimization-free technique ͑Simplification Envelopes 19 ͒. Obviously, since the proposed iterative digging process starts refining the coarsest-resolution triangular mesh ͑the convex hull͒, the proposed technique will require fewer iterations to reach a relatively coarse resolution mesh than iterative techniques that start with the highest-density triangular mesh and proceed by removing one point at a time. In general, coarse-to-fine approaches are more appropriate than fine-to-coarse ones for applications that require the generation of low-resolution representations that are subsequently refined only when necessary. This is a common procedure in order to accelerate a wide variety of algorithms in different fields, such as collision detection and path planning in robotics, scene visualization and ray tracing in computer graphics, or model-based image recognition in computer vision.
As experimental results show, planar surfaces tend to be oversampled due to the presence of noise in the input range images, especially when low tolerances are specified. This undesired effect is likely to be reduced by applying discontinuity-preserving filtering techniques, such as in Ref. 27 . Further work is necessary to evaluate the impact of these techniques on the whole approximation process.
